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A B S T R A C T

Load modeling is one of the crucial tasks for improving smart grids’ energy efficiency. Among many
alternatives, machine learning-based load models have become popular in applications and have shown
outstanding performance in recent years. The performance of these models highly relies on data quality and
quantity available for training. However, gathering a sufficient amount of high-quality data is time-consuming
and extremely expensive. In the last decade, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have demonstrated their
potential to solve the data shortage problem by generating synthetic data by learning from recorded/empirical
data. Educated synthetic datasets can reduce prediction error of electricity consumption when combined with
empirical data. Further, they can be used to enhance risk management calculations. Therefore, we propose
RCGAN, TimeGAN, CWGAN, and RCWGAN which take individual electricity consumption data as input to
provide synthetic data in this study. Our work focuses on one dimensional times series, and numerical
experiments on an empirical dataset show that GANs are indeed able to generate synthetic data with realistic
appearance.
1. Introduction

A smart grid is an electrical power grid that incorporates infor-
mation and communication technologies with the power grid. Smart
grids aim to improve electricity efficiency by exchanging information
in real-time between suppliers and consumers. They enable suppliers to
forecast electricity demand (e.g., current energy consumption and user
profiles). Hence, energy suppliers can maximize electricity efficiency
by providing an accurate electricity load [1].

If energy suppliers deliver more electricity than required due to
insufficient predictions, they may suffer high financial losses. Con-
versely, energy suppliers experience severe crises, such as frequency
drops and blackouts, if they provide less electricity to the system than
required. An efficient prediction needs a high amount and quality of
data. However, gathering a sufficient amount of high-quality electricity
data is incredibly costly and time-consuming. More importantly, while
electricity grid models of all kinds are publicly available, data is a
much more scarce resource. Due to high data privacy concerns, the
research community must rely on rare and limited datasets that are
publicly available, which limits the research and application of new
load prediction methods.

∗ Corresponding author at: TU Kaiserslautern, Kaiserslautern, Germany.
E-mail addresses: yilmaz@mathematik.uni-kl.de (B. Yilmaz), korn@mathematik.uni-kl.de (R. Korn).

Datasets containing sensitive information tend to be strictly pro-
tected and, hence, out of reach of a third company. If we can generate
synthetic data that preserves the statistical behavior and stylized facts
of empirical data, we can use the synthetic data to remove the privacy
barrier to data disclosure. In this regard, high-quality synthetic datasets
have invaluable applications, such as understanding the distribution of
empirical data, compression, efficient storing, data augmentation, sys-
tem testing, and data disclosure or avoiding data privacy [2]. Synthetic
data generation is an effective method to address such quantity, quality,
and privacy issues.

There are many methods to generate synthetic data but, Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) are standing out due to their performance
and the flexibility they show in representing the empirical data, as
evidenced by their success in generating and manipulating images and
natural languages [3–6]. Therefore, this study focuses its attention only
on GANs.

A standard GAN consists of two neural networks: a generator and a
discriminator. By feeding GANs with a vector sampled from a standard
multivariate normal distribution  (0,) and utilizing the generator
and discriminator (critic), we find a deterministic transformation that
maps  (0,) onto the distribution of the empirical data [2]. This way,
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the generator attempts to produce fake samples while the discriminator
focuses on distinguishing between real and fake/artificial samples [7].

GANs are generative models qualified enough to generate new
samples never seen before, but they also should have similar distri-
butional properties as empirical data [8]. Thus, they can be used for
data augmentation. Although GANs have been originally developed
for image processing and computer vision in the first place, achieving
excellent results for the generation of realistic images, has resulted
in an unparalleled surge of interest, and significant advances have
been made in many different research fields [7]. Their performance
also captivates researchers who work on sequential data like music
generation, medical data, and finance. Our study also considers the
sequential data applications of GANs, more specifically, focusing on
individual electricity consumption.

The original GANs are notoriously tough to train and generally
suffer from the problem of missing modes (lack of variety), where
the discriminator cannot assemble samples in some regions. GANs also
highly suffer from mode collapse and vanishing gradient. Therefore,
training stabilization and convergence of GANs still have been in-
tensively studied, both theoretically and experimentally. We present
detailed literature on the evaluation of GANs in Section 2.

There are two principal strategies in the application of GANs to
load data forecasting: (i) Using a standard GAN architecture to generate
synthetic load data where its performance is evaluated by comparing
the divergence/convergence behavior of the synthetic data compared
with regard to the empirical data. (ii) More complex GAN architectures
are used in generating synthetic load data and added to recorded load
data to extend empirical data. Then, a learning algorithm is utilized for
extending the training data. The first strategy provides only a scenario
generation solution and generates load profiles that lack precision. On
the other hand, the second and the most commonly used strategy is
data augmentation, despite being exceptionally influential and lacking
in illustrating the full capacities of GANs [8]. Thus, in this study, we use
the first strategy and focus on the synthetic data generation of 15 min,
individual electricity consumption records using GANs.

The electricity market is a domain that particularly looks for syn-
thetic data generation technology. We can remove barriers of costs and
data protection by using synthetic data generation methods like GANs
to generate fully-synthetic individual electricity consumption records.

Most of the studies commonly offer using long-short-term memory
(LSTM) in applications of GANs to time series data. Although the
studies suggest LSTM, we avoid using it to reduce the computational
cost of the training of GANs and overfitting issues. Instead, we generate
synthetic data by using Recurrent Conditional GAN (RCGAN) [9],
Time-Series GAN (TimeGAN) [10], Conditional Wasserstein GAN (CW-
GAN) [3], and Recurrent Conditional Wasserstein GAN (RCWGAN)
in this article. We compare the results of each GAN with empirical
data, and they show very accurate synthetic data in the sense of
distributional properties and similarity in evolution over time.

We offer GANs so that energy suppliers may share their electricity
consumption records without any privacy concerns. Energy suppliers
can model the grid load more accurately and increase their predic-
tion efficiency. In this aspect, energy suppliers only need to share
their electricity consumption records to construct appropriate GANs
for generating data similar to the recorded data in the sense that is
required.

The primary contributions of our study are:

• We propose to use GANs to generate data for 15 min individual
electricity consumption.

• We compare a variety of GANs (RCGAN, TimeGAN, CWGAN, and
RCWGAN) to show their suitability for different tasks.

• We offer to use recurrent neural networks instead of LSTM neural
2

networks for time series.
Our work is structured as follows: Section 2 contains a short litera-
ture review on GANs. Section 3 serves to illustrate some aspects of
GANs we use without any details. Section 4 introduces the individual
electricity consumption data besides the explanatory data analysis and
synthetic data generation concerning the selected GANs. Finally, Sec-
tion 5 concludes the study, and Appendix A illustrates the evaluation
metrics.

2. A short review of literature on GANs

The framework of GANs has first been proposed in [11] and rapidly
gained popularity in the machine learning field. It is based on a two-
player game, where the players are called generator and discriminator.
The generator is trained to generate fake/artificial data from a given
distribution to deceive the discriminator while the discriminator is
trained to distinguish between real and artificial samples. [12] extends
the framework to a conditional model by conditioning the actions
of both players on additional information (such as labels, tags or
attributes). This additional information is fed into the GAN framework
by an additional input layer.

As GANs should generate realistic data out of noise on the basis of
a real data sample, their common objective is to minimize the distance
between the empirical and synthetic/artificial data distributions. De-
pending on how this distance is measured, the objectives that are used
to train GANs will differ. Popular examples of distance measure are the
Wasserstein distance and f-divergence.

GANs are notoriously tough to train and can suffer from the prob-
lem of missing modes or mode collapse (lack of variety), where the
model cannot assemble samples in some regions of the space and from
vanishing gradients which essentially stops the training process in a
non-optimal state. To deal with these issues gained a lot of attention in
the GAN research. It is beyond the scope of our study to fully report on
this. Comparison of various distance measures in [3] suggests to use the
Wasserstein-1-metric which leads to WGAN, one of the approaches we
will compare below. An alternative to overcome the training problems
is suggested in [13]. They propose the Least Squares GANs (LSGANs),
which adopts a least-squares loss function for the discriminator to
overcome the vanishing gradients issue.

For our task of generating data in the form of time series, we take
a short look at their application on the financial markets and at the
electricity markets. [14] introduces a new GAN called QuantGANs for
financial markets. It is among the first works considering the math-
ematical foundations when applying GANs to generate financial time
series. It consists of a GAN variation utilizing temporal convolutional
networks to capture long-range dependencies like volatility clusters.
Its objective is to approximate a realistic asset price simulator using a
neural network, data-driven concept. QuantGANs is good at capturing
the temporal dependence of financial time series (e.g., volatility clus-
tering). [15] also proposes a variant of CGAN to generate order flow
in the limit order book. CGANs have also been considered in [9,16–18]
for univariate and in [19–21] for multivariate time-series generation. In
general, modeling financial time series is more challenging than other
time series due to their high volatility and unexpected market behavior.
Hence, as alternative modeling, [22–24] offers a variety of GANs for
modeling financial time series.

In parallel to these studies, the application of GANs to electric-
ity markets has drawn accelerating attention in recent years. For in-
stance, [25] uses DCGAN to generate wind and solar power plants’
power profile scenarios. Both [8,26] investigate the application of DC-
GAN, LSGAN, and WGAN to forecast residential daily load profiles. [27]
enters the stage with an ensemble method using auto-encoders and
three types of GANs. Following [27–29] use GANs to generate syn-
thetic load data. Both studies expand load data to increase sample and
use the expanded data to build machine learning models to forecast
load. [29] offers R-GAN, WGAN, and Metropolis–Hastings GAN (MH-

GAN) to generate synthetic load data. [30] presents a bidirectional
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GAN (BiGAN) to tackle the insufficient load data issue. [31] offers
a CWGAN-GP for probabilistic load forecasting, where it uses GAN
to assist a forecaster by generating residual scenarios. Additionally,
the experimental study [32] reports PC-GAN is good at generating
realistic wind power turbines scenarios. Furthermore, [33] uses vanilla
GANs in generating realistic load profiles to improve building en-
ergy efficiency understanding, flexibility in electricity demand, and
building-grid interactions.

As the studies we reviewed here reveal, GANs now constitute a
broad literature in their own right focusing on theoretical issues and
applications in various areas.

3. Methodology

As introduced in [11], GANs belong to the family of unsupervised
learning algorithms. They are able to learn dense representations of
input datasets and are utilized as generative models. The superiority of
GANs is the ability to generate new samples having (nearly) the same
distribution as the training dataset.

GANs consist of two neural networks which are competing with
each other. In this respect, the training of GANs relies on game theory
scenarios. The generator (𝐺) directly produces samples from a well-
known random distribution (e.g., normal and uniform distributions) as
input (latent vector 𝑧) and its adversary, the discriminator (𝐷), attempts
to distinguish between samples drawn from training and generated
data. The discriminator output (𝐷(𝑥)) represents the probability that
a sample belongs to the distribution underlying the training data.
On the other hand, the generator output (𝐺(𝑧)) is a sample from the
distribution learned from the training dataset.

The competition between the generator and discriminator is math-
ematically formulated as a min–max game

min
𝐺

max
𝐷

𝑉 (𝐷,𝐺) = min
𝐺

max
𝐷

(

E𝑥∼𝜇

[

log
(

𝐷(𝑥)
)]

+E𝑧∼𝛾

[

log
(

1 −𝐷(𝐺(𝑧))
)] )

,

where 𝐷(𝑥) ∶ R𝑛 ↦ [0, 1] and 𝐺(𝑧) ∶ R𝑑 ↦ R𝑛. Here, the generator
𝐺 transforms random samples 𝑧 ∈ R𝑑 from a predefined distribution 𝛾
(typically a Gaussian distribution) into generated samples 𝐺(𝑧) [34,35].
This representation is nothing but a linear function that heuristically
displays the adversarial nature of the competition between the gen-
erator and discriminator. In this setting, the discriminator’s output is
a binary variable (𝐷(𝑥) = 1 and 𝐷(𝑥) = 0 for real and fake samples,
respectively) while the generator output is a vector.

Note that in generating or predicting time series data, identifying
the (approximately) correct conditional distribution is more meaningful
than learning the joint distribution. This is because in the studies
of predictive modeling, we are interested in specifying conditional
distributions of the future time series 𝑥𝑓𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 𝑥𝑡+1∶𝑡+𝑞 (i.e., the next 𝑞
values) given the past 𝑝 observations of the time series 𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑡 = 𝑥𝑡−𝑝+1∶𝑡
at time 𝑡 (see [36]).

The exact choices of the loss functions of the discriminator and the
generator will characterize the four different types of GAN that we are
considering below.

3.1. Recurrent Conditional GAN (RCGAN)

A Recurrent Conditional GAN (RCGAN) follows the standard ar-
chitecture of a regular GAN, but in this case, both generator and
discriminator are replaced by recurrent neural networks (RNN). RCGAN
can generate sequences of realistic data subject to some conditional
inputs.

Let us denote the vector comprising 𝑇 outputs from an RNN re-
ceiving a sequence of 𝑇 vectors {𝑥𝑡}𝑇𝑡=1(𝐱𝑡 ∈ R𝑑 ) by 𝑅𝑁𝑁(𝑋) and
3

the average cross-entropy between sequences 𝐚 and 𝐛 by 𝐶𝐸(𝐚,𝐛), s
respectively. Then, the discriminator and generator loss of 𝐗𝑛, 𝐲𝑛, where
𝑋𝑛 ∈ R𝑇×𝑑 and 𝐲𝑛 ∈ {0, 1}𝑇 , are given as in [9] by

𝐷𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠(𝐗𝑛, 𝐲𝑛) = −𝐶𝐸(𝑅𝑁𝑁𝐷(𝐗𝑛), 𝐲𝑛),
𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠(𝑍𝑛) = 𝐷𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠(𝑅𝑁𝑁𝐺(𝑍𝑛), 𝟏) = −𝐶𝐸(𝑅𝑁𝑁𝐷(𝑅𝑁𝑁𝐺(𝑍𝑛)), 𝟏),

here 𝐲𝑛 is either a vector with all entries equal to one for empirical
equences or all entries equal to zero for fake/artificial sequences, and
𝑛 is a sequence of 𝑇 points {𝑧𝑡}𝑇𝑡=1 sampled independently from the

atent/noise space 𝐙 = R𝑚. Hence, we have 𝑍𝑛 ∈ R𝑇×𝑚. 𝟏 = (1,… , 1)
ndicates the decision that the discriminator accepts a given sequence
s being generated from the distribution of the underlying data. The
iscriminator uses both empirical and fake sequences in each training
tep.

.2. Time-series GAN (TimeGAN)

[10] comes on to the stage with the idea of TimeGAN. This frame-
ork considers a dataset, where each instance consists of static and

emporal features. Static features remain the same without changing
ver time (e.g., gender), while temporal features are updated over time
e.g., electricity consumption).

Let us denote the vector of static and temporal features by  and  ,
espectively. Also, let 𝐒 ∈  and 𝐗 ∈  be random vectors instantiated
ith specific values denoted as 𝑠 and 𝑥. Now, consider tuples 𝐒,𝐗1∶𝑇
aving a joint distribution 𝑝. In this setting, the length 𝑇 of each
equence is also a random variable. In the training data, let individual
amples be indexed by 𝑛 ∈ {1,… , 𝑁}, so the training dataset is denoted
y  = {(𝑠𝑛, 𝑥𝑛,1∶𝑇𝑛 )}

𝑁
𝑛=1.

The goal is to use  to find the best-approximating density �̂�(𝐒,
1∶𝑇 ) to empirical data density 𝑝(𝐒, 𝑋1∶𝑇 ). However, such a task may
e cumbersome in the standard GAN framework. [10] offers using an
utoregressive decomposition of 𝑝((𝑆),𝐗1∶𝑇 ) = 𝑝(𝐒)𝛱𝑝(𝐗𝑡|𝐒,𝐗1∶𝑡−1) to

focus specifically on the conditionals.
Unlike the classical GANs, TimeGAN contains four neural-network

components: two autoencoding components (embedding and recovery
functions) and two adversarial components (generator and discrimi-
nator). The fundamental insight is the autoencoding components are
trained jointly with adversarial components. Hence, TimeGAN simulta-
neously learns to encode features, generate replicas, and iterate across
time. The embedding network provides the latent space, the adversar-
ial network performs within this space, and latent dynamics of both
empirical and generated/artificial data are synchronized through a
supervised loss.

3.3. Conditional Wasserstein GAN (CWGAN) and Recurrent Condition
Wasserstein GAN (RCWGAN)

The concept of Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) is first introduced in [3],
and it aims to address the mode collapse and vanishing gradient
challenges in the standard GANs by optimizing the Wasserstein-1.

Calculating the Wasserstein-1 distance is intractable, but we can
approximate it by changing the optimization objective to

min
𝐺

max
𝐷
E𝑥∼𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

[

𝐷(𝑥)
]

−E𝑧∼𝑝𝑧

[

𝐷(𝐺(𝑧))
]

s long as 𝐷 is a k-Lipschitz function. This constraint can be satisfied
y clipping the weight 𝐷 so that it lies in a compact space [−𝑐, 𝑐],
.g., 𝑐 = 0.01. However, weight-clipping constrains the discriminator
apacity, pushes weights to the two extreme values of the permitted
ange [−𝑐, 𝑐], and can lead to exploding or vanishing gradients.

WGAN with gradient penalty (WGAN-GP) aims to remedy these
roblems by replacing the weight-clipping with a gradient penalty [4].
t makes use of the fact that a differentiable function is 1-Lipschitz if
nd only if it has gradients with the norm at most 1, everywhere. Con-

equently, we can enforce the Lipschitz constraint softly by penalizing
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Fig. 1. Three years of 15 min electricity consumption data of an individual costumer.
he discriminator with a gradient penalty. Then, the objective of the
AN becomes

in
𝐺

max
𝐷
E𝑥∼𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

[

𝐷(𝑥)
]

−E𝑧∼𝑝𝑧

[

𝐷(𝐺(𝑧))
]

− 𝜆E�̂�∼𝑝�̂�

[

(‖∇�̂�𝐷(�̂�)‖2 − 1)2
]

,

where 𝜆 is the penalty coefficient.
CWGAN extends WGAN-GP by adding additional information to the

model and then, the optimization problem evolves to

min
𝐺

max
𝐷
E𝑥∼𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

[

𝐷(𝑥|𝑦)
]

−E𝑧∼𝑝𝑧

[

𝐷(𝐺(𝑧|𝑦))
]

− 𝜆E�̂�∼𝑝�̂�

[

(‖∇�̂�𝐷(�̂�|𝑦)‖2 − 1)2
]

,

where 𝑦 corresponds to the vector of additional information.
Recurrent Conditional Wasserstein GAN (RCWGAN) follows the

standard architecture of the CWGAN. However, the generator and
discriminator are replaced by Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs).

4. Data and empirical analysis

4.1. Data analysis and stylized facts

We use individual electricity consumption data provided by a Ger-
man electricity provider in our empirical data analysis. Our empirical
data consists of three years fifteen minutes electricity consumption of a
customer. We visualize the electricity consumption amount of the cus-
tomer in Fig. 1. The electricity consumption is decreasing significantly
in the end of the years. Such a significant decrease is most probably
due to Christmas. The variability at the lower part is higher than at
the upper boundary of the data as a result of weekends, holidays,
and maintenance periods of the consumer. Fig. 1 also reveals that the
electricity consumption is consistent with previous years in a classical
calendar year.

Fig. 2 is a three-dimensional illustration of electricity consumption
data: Illustrates the daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly electricity con-
sumption behavior of the consumer. It separates years and graphs the
empirical data within the corresponding years independently. More
specifically, from top to down, it illustrates 2016, 2017, and 2018,
respectively. It visualizes each month, week, and day of the week
independently. Months are separated by a line and starting from Jan-
uary each month printed on x-axes to follow the monthly electricity
consumption. The weekdays are printed on the right axis of each figure.
Hence, we can observe the yearly, monthly, weekly, and daily electric-
ity consumption. In Fig. 2, each square represents a day, and colors
represent the corresponding average electricity consumption to that
day. As the color gets darker, the electricity consumption decreases,
and the color gets bright as the electricity consumption increases. Con-
sequently, we can identify holidays from the dark squares. For instance,
4

Table 1
Descriptive statistics of the data.

Classical calendar Only business days Preprocessed data

Count 105 216.00 75 072.00 11 905.00
Mean 4579.89 4855.05 −0.01
Std 1218.55 1125.32 0.73
Min 546.58 546.58 −3.24
25/% 3988.20 4335.31 −0.51
50/% 4725.66 4967.84 0.00
75/% 5399.06 5582.03 0.49
Max 7497.90 7497.90 1.60

the dark squares in December represent Christmas, or the dark squares
in May represent the national holidays in Germany. Additionally, we
observe the electricity consumption is decreasing during weekends.
Furthermore, electricity consumption increased slightly in 2017 and
2018, also observable in Fig. 3.

We summarize the distributional properties of the empirical data in
Fig. 3. The top graph illustrates distributions of electricity consumption
in each year. The graph in the middle introduces distributions of
electricity consumption on each day of the week. The bottom graph
shows distributions of electricity consumption in each month. As we
mentioned earlier, electricity consumption increases slightly from 2016
to 2018. On the other hand, electricity consumption is quite regular
on business days while it decreases during weekends. Additionally, the
electricity consumption is standard and almost equal in each month
except December. In December, electricity consumption decreases due
to Christmas. More importantly, the figure shows electricity consump-
tion is close to the normal distribution, but unfortunately, it includes
outliers, and the outliers are generally at the bottom. It is an expected
result since the electricity consumption decreases during the night, on
weekends and holidays.

We introduce the descriptive statistics of the empirical data in
Table 1. We introduce the preliminary statistics of the original data
and electricity consumption data only for business days in the sec-
ond and third columns, respectively. In the empirical analysis, we
prefer to work on business days since the electricity consumption
behavior is quite regular during holidays. Since we exclude holidays
from the data, the number of observations decreased from 105 216
to 75 072. Consequently, the standard deviation of the data decreased
from 1218.55 to 1125.32. On the other hand, the quantiles increased
however, minimum and maximum values of the data are both pre-
served. Probably, the minimum is not changing because the customer
is having maintenance, which is during the business day.
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Fig. 2. Three years of daily electricity consumption behavior of the consumer. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
Fig. 3. The electricity consumption distributional properties.
4.2. Empirical analysis

As we observe from Section 4.1, the electricity consumption is
quite regular in classical calendar years. Therefore, we sub-sampled the
data to avoid the high computational cost of GANs training process.
In the empirical analysis, we worked on the sub-sample given within
the period ‘2016-01-08 00:00:00’ - ‘2016-06-30 00:00:00’ having a
length of 11 905. Notice that although we sub-sampled the data, the
sub-sample still has enough data points to train GANs.

Properly representing empirical datasets is crucial for training neu-
ral networks. Therefore, before starting our empirical analysis, we
5

exclude holidays from the electricity consumption data since the con-
sumption is stable on the base load during holidays and then scale the
data by using the robust scaling algorithm (see Fig. 4). By excluding
holidays, we remove outliers related to weekends. After preprocessing,
the empirical data becomes more regular. We summarize the descrip-
tive statistics of the preprocessed data in Table 1 to compare with the
original data.

The robust scaler algorithms scale the data that are robust to data
outliers. This scaling method follows a similar method to the Min–Max
scaler but uses the interquartile range (rather than the min–max used in
Min–Max Scaler). The median and scales of the data are removed with
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Fig. 4. Sub sample (January 8 to June 30 2016) of transformed 15 min consumption data used in the empirical analysis.
this scaling algorithm according to the quantile range. The robust scaler
algorithm uses the interquartile range. So, the data becomes robust to
outliers. The mathematical formula of the robust scaler is

𝑥𝑖 =
𝑥𝑖 −𝑄1(𝑥)

𝑄3(𝑥) −𝑄1(𝑥)
,

here 𝑄1 and 𝑄3 denote first and third quantiles, respectively.
Now, we can present the results of the selected GANs that we use

n our experiments. In the numerical analysis, we have specified both
ime series parameters 𝑝 and 𝑞 as 3 to find the conditional distribution.

Hence, the discriminators use as inputs the conditioning time series
𝑋𝑡−𝑝+1∶𝑡 to generate the part of the time series 𝑋𝑡+1∶𝑡+𝑞 , i.e., we use
a rolling window size 𝑝 + 𝑞 = 6. We optimize algorithms of the

ANs for a total of 1000 generator weight updates. Further, we utilize
he Adam optimizer [37] with parameters 𝛽1 = 0 and 𝛽2 = 0.9 in

the optimization procedure of the neural network weights and set
the learning rates to 0.001. In the RCGAN and TimeGAN cases, we
apply two time-scale updates (TTUR) [38] and set the learning rate
to 0.003. Additionally, we update discriminator weights two times per
generator weight update to improve the GANs stability. The number
of epochs used in all GANs is 1.000, with a batch size of 200 for
ll GANs. In our numerical implementations, we used Pytorch [39]
o train the GANs. Pytorch is a model-level library bases on Python
hat provides high-level building blocks for developing deep learning
odels. It is an open-source symbolic tensor manipulation framework

nd used commonly as an alternative to Tensorflow.
Table 2 illustrates the key statistical properties of the historical and

ynthetic datasets that we have generated. Note that we compare the
ey statistics of the transformed data and the generated datasets only
or a single path each. Thus, the comparison can vary for different
enerated datasets (see for instance the illustrations in Fig. 5). The
able reveals that the synthetic datasets have relatively similar means
nd standard deviations as the historical dataset. Even though we have
ariations among the statistical properties of historical and synthetic
atasets, the variations are relatively small. The table, reveals that
imeGAN has the lowest standard deviation while CWGAN has the
ighest standard deviation. Additionally, the table reveals that the
elected GANs are struggling to mimic the extreme data values which
s also observable from Fig. 7. Here, CWGAN has the largest maximum
alue while RCGAN has the lowest minimum value. We analyze the
ynthetic datasets in more detail below.

As we already mentioned in Section 1, GANs have been originally
eveloped for image processing and computer vision. In image pro-
essing, we can distinguish between real and fake images easily. On
he other hand, in time series applications, it is not clear to determine
6

hether the outputs of the GANs are realistic or non-realistic. In time
Table 2
Key statistics for historical and generated transformed 15 min electricity consumption
data.

Historical RCGAN TimeGAN CWGAN RCWGAN

Mean −0.0130 0.0359 0.0321 0.1444 −0.0570
Std 0.7294 0.7071 0.6093 0.7355 0.7135
Max 1.6031 2.3072 2.0599 2.5754 1.9045
Min −3.2427 −2.4751 −1.3922 −1.9374 −1.7158

series applications, we only have paths generated by GANs which can
be compared with one existing real time series. Here, we can compare
marginal distributions of 15 min consumption data as in Table 2 or
in Fig. 7 or compare the autocorrelation structures of the time series.
Therefore, we illustrate simulations to observe the behavior of GANs.
To this end, first, we generate 500 paths for each GAN and use these
paths to compare the distributional behaviors of the output of the GANs
and the empirical data.

Fig. 5 illustrates simulations of four GANs types: RCGAN, TimeGAN,
CWGAN, and RCWGAN. For each GAN type, the generated 500 paths
are graphed with gray lines. We also graph one of the simulated paths
(orange line) besides the empirical data (blue line) to observe the
synthetic data’s similarity in behavior compared to the original one.
The figure shows the generated data paths are bounded from above and
below, and none is exploding. The figure also reveals GANs are generat-
ing some synthetic datasets having larger maximum and minimum data
points than the empirical data. This is particularly interesting when the
GAN simulations are performed for risk management purposes such
as for checking if the provider can cope with extreme consumption
demand. Further, we can claim that the maximum and minimum elec-
tricity consumption points are close to CWGAN simulations compared
to the other three GANs. Also, the behavior of the highlighted path
almost has the same behavior as the empirical dataset.

The daily electricity consumption behavior is critical since the elec-
tricity consumption changes according to the state of the day (morning,
noon, evening, and night). However, it is difficult to follow the gener-
ated electricity consumption paths behavior daily from Fig. 5. There-
fore, we graph trajectories of a random business day (10 March 2016
(Tuesday)) in Fig. 6 to illustrate the daily behaviors of the synthetic
datasets. In this figure, blue lines represent the generated datasets, and
orange dashed-lines represent the empirical datasets. For these figures,
we use the non-transformed synthetic and empirical datasets. Thus,
they illustrate real values of electricity consumption. They reveal that
all four GANs types are successively mitigating the daily electricity

consumption behavior. Also, notice the synthetic datasets patterns are
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Fig. 5. Synthetic individual electricity consumption trajectories data (orange and gray) as generated with GANs and observed electricity consumption of the individual customer
(blue). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 6. Synthetic individual electricity consumption trajectories (blue) on 10 March 2016 (Tuesday) and observed data (orange).
imilar but not identical to the empirical dataset. Hence, synthetic
atasets look realistic without being a mere repetition of the training
ata patterns. At this point, we should remark the synthetic datasets
hat we illustrate in Fig. 6 are just a single result of corresponding GANs
7

outputs. We can end up with more similar or less similar generated
datasets if we recompile GANs training.

Fig. 7 illustrates the distributional properties of the GANs. In partic-
ular, it shows that the distributions of empirical and synthetic datasets
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the marginal distributions of generated and original transformed 15-minutes electricity consumption data on the linear scale (1st column), log-plot (2nd
column) and the auto-correlation fit with the real data. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
match closely. All GANs have approximately the same mean and
skewness but, the kurtosis are different. The figure shows histograms
of empirical and artificial datasets, along with their skewness and
kurtosis statistics to measure symmetry and tail behaviors, and the
auto-correlation changes. The histograms show that the distribution
of 15 min electricity consumption from the synthetic data (orange)
is almost identical to that of the empirical data (blue). However, the
skewness and kurtosis statistics of the synthetic and empirical datasets
are different. The skewness statistics have the same sign (negative) and
are close to the skewness of the real sample, while the kurtosis statistics
8

have different signs for RCGAN, TimeGAN, and RCWGAN. On the other
hand, the kurtosis statistic of CWGAN is the only one having the same
sign as the empirical data kurtosis statistics.

In Fig. 7, the log plots highlight some discrepancies in tails. They
show that CWGAN is better than the remaining three GANs in gen-
erating low electricity consumption while TimeGAN is the worst in
generating low electricity consumption. On the other hand, RCGAN is
the best to generate high electricity consumption. The auto-correlations
of all GANs and empirical datasets are relatively close. In summary,
even though there are some differences in the skewness and kurtosis
statistics, the distributional behaviors of the synthetic datasets are
almost identical to the empirical data distribution. Comparisons with
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Fig. A.8. Evolution of the generator and discriminator training loss functions of the GANs.
espect to further metrics that support our similarity claims are given
n Appendix A.

. Conclusion

Accurate simulation and predictions of individual electricity con-
umption have become vital for power grid regulations. Individual elec-
ricity consumption behavior has been widely studied via regression-
ased and artificial intelligence models. In the last decade, artificial
ntelligence models have dominated the research field since they do
ot require detailed building and environmental parameters. There are
wo main methods in artificial intelligence modeling: deep learning
ethods and traditional machine learning methods, which rely highly

n historical record data. Undoubtedly, time-dependent record data is
crucial source of information for electricity markets.

The training data must be representative and contain sufficient
ariety to have reasonable artificial intelligence model performances.
owever, composing such sufficiently representative and wide-ranging

ecord data is difficult, costly, and time-consuming. If we do not
ave sufficient data or sampling data deviate from the observed data
istribution, the prediction accuracy of models is affected significantly.

This paper suggests synthetic data generation with GANs for in-
ividual electricity consumption data. To this end, we used RCGAN,
imeGAN, CWGAN, and RCWGAN in a real-world application. These
our GANs achieve state-of-the-art results on synthetic electricity con-
umption data generation. The results reveal we can use GANs to avoid
ata privacy concerns and increase load modeling efficiency for grid
odeling.

Fig. 7 reveals CWGAN is relatively best while TimeGAN is the worst
AN. This result is also consistent with the interpretation of Fig. A.8
hich illustrates that the discriminator and generator loss functions of
WGAN both converge to zero while the loss functions of TimeGAN
onverge to the highest values. This is an indicator that CWGAN is the
est performing GAN while TimeGAN is the worst.

We are aware that the efficiency of the GANs may be increased
y increasing the information provided to the training of GANs. For
9

nstance, one may use the time steps as conditions on the generator,
which increases the classification accuracy of the discriminator when
the artificial time series is used to augment the training data of the
training data. However, we stick to the one-dimensional times series
and explore the selected GANs due to the unity of the paper. Hence, as
future work, we are planning to extend the study by using the benefit
of conditioning the generator with better information than just random
noise space input as in Time-Conditioned GAN (T-CGAN) and Time
Series GAN (TSGAN)introduced by [24,40], respectively.

The already good performance of the GANs presented in this work
show that they can be used for data augmentation for electricity
demand. Thus, their synthetically generated data can be combined with
the existing empirical demand data when risk management issues such
as tests for extreme demand, the optimal timing of maintenance of wind
wheels, the check for energy efficiency of buildings or the profitability
of demand- or time-dependent price strategies should be examined.
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ppendix A. Evaluation metrics for the GANs

For completeness, we here summarize the performance of our GANs
ith respect to further metrics. These metrics illustrate quantitatively
ow well GANs are generating realistic synthetic data. First, we start
llustrating the generator and discriminator losses of the models. Then,
e illustrate metrics on marginal distribution, the absolute difference
f lag-1 auto-correlation, auto-correlation, the difference between auto-
orrelation, kurtosis and its difference, skewness, and its difference.
10

c

To compare the quality of generated scenarios, we plot the training
urves of all types of GANs in Fig. A.8 in each iteration during the
odel training processes. The losses converge without showing any

nomaly regarding the gradient for all GANs that we use. The con-
ergence of the loss function of the discriminator to zero indicates the
iscriminator almost fails to distinguish between real and fake samples,
hich suggests the generated residual scenarios have nearly the same

haracteristics as empirical residuals.
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Fig. A.10. Accuracy measures of TimeGAN application.
Figs. A.9, A.10, A.11, and A.12 show the remaining metrics. For
ny of the GAN types, the discriminator losses of real and generated
amples exhibit a large difference in the early stage of training since
he generator has not learned the data distribution of the real data
t the early stage. Then, the distances are converging for all GANs.
hen GANs are trained to converge, the accuracy measures converge to

ero. Hence, our four GAN types are trained efficiently. These metrics
how that all GANs that we used in this paper are good at generating
11
synthetic data since all metrics converge nicely towards zero for all
GANs.

Fig. A.8 shows the training progresses of the GANs as the epochs
proceed. The figure shows initially a big difference between empirical
and generated data distributions. In the beginning, the discriminator
easily distinguishes between real and synthetic data, assigning high val-
ues to empirical data and low values to the generated data. As training
progresses, the generator improves and the discriminator struggles to
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Fig. A.11. Accuracy measures of CWGAN application.
distinguish between the two data. For the remainder of the training,
the loss gradually lowers making the generated data distribution closer
to the real data distribution, i.e., the one underlying the empirical data,
indicating that GANs approach Nash Equilibrium points. Especially, the
loss functions converge for both RCGAN and CWGAN. By monitoring
the training, we can observe the models remain stable and keep im-
proving. Both the generator and discriminator are largely stabilizing
after around 200 and 400 epochs for RCGAN and the remaining three
12
GANs, respectively. At this stage, the discriminator assigns very similar
values to datasets.

It shows that the losses of both generator and discriminator net-
works converge without any anomaly. They show a stable behavior for
all GANs. The discriminator loss converges to zero indicating that the
discriminator nearly fails to distinguish the real and generated samples.
Such a convergence behavior suggests that the generated samples have
almost the same characteristics as the real samples [31].
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Fig. A.12. Accuracy measures of RCWGAN application.
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